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Abstract

Two illustrative examples are given for Feynman's rest of the universe. The first example

is the two-mode squeezed state of light where no measurement is taken for one of the modes.

The second example is the relativistic quark model where no measurement is possible for the

time-like separation of quarks confined in a hadron. It is possible to illustrate these examples

using the covariant oscillator formalism. It is shown that the lack of symmetry between the

position-momentum and time-energy uncertainty relations leads to an increase in entropy

when the system is measured in different Lorentz frames.

1. Introduction

In his book on statistical mechanics [1], Feynman makes the following statement on the density

matrix. When we solve a quantum-mechanical problem, what we really do is divid_ the universe

into two parts - the system in which we are interested and the rest of the universe, lye then usually

act as if the system i,z which we are interested comprised the entire universe. To molieate the use

of density matrices, let us .s_e what happens when we include the part of th_ uni_cr.,_ outside the

system.

The t)urpose of this paper is to discuss two physical examl)les of Feynman's rest of the universe.

We shall consider first the case of the two-mode squeezed state. In 1987, Yurke and Potasek

observed that the failure to make measuremelats on one of the two modes will lead to non-coherent

excitation of the first mode, a.s in the case of Einstein's calculation of specific heat in the harmonic

oscillator model [2]. They ol)served further that this excitation is just like the thermal excitation

of the ground-state harmonic oscillator. From the measurement theoretic l)oinl of view, this

non-coherent excitation corresl)onds to an increase in entropy [3].

Let us next consider the quark model in which two quarks are bound together inside a hadron

[4]. This system has a time-like separation 1)etween quarks as well as a spatial sel)aralion between

them[5]. While there is no place for the time-separation variable in ltonrelativistic quantum
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mechanics, it plays an essential role when observations are made in different Lorentz flames. For

this time-like separation, there is a time-energy uncertainty relation. It is of interest to see how

this uncertainty relation is combined with the positiommomentum to an observer in a different

Lorentz frame.

We show in this paper that the longitudinal and time-like excitations in the relativistic quark

model are exactly like two photon modes in a two-mode squeezed state [6}. We shall study how the

non-measurement of the time-separation variable affects measurements along other coordinates.

In Sec. 2, we study the statistical effect on measurement and density matrices. In Sec. 3, we

derive the result of Sec. 3 using the shadow coordinate system commonly used in thermo-field-

dynamics [7]. In Sec. 4, the concept of entropy is introduced as a measure of our ignorance [3]

[8]. In Sec. 5, the formalism of Sec. 4 is applied to the two-mode squeezed state of light.

The rest of this paper consists of the application of the concept of entropy to the relativis-

tic quantum system in which the time-energy uncertainty relation is coupled covariantly to the

position-momentum uncertainty, using the same mathematical formalism developed in Secs. 3,

4, and 5. We start this discussion in Sec. 6 by studying the time-energy uncertainty relation

applicable to the tiine separation variable in the relativistic quark model. In this connection,

the covariant harmonic oscillator formalism is presented. In Sec. 7, Lorentz-squeezed hadrons

are discussed in terms of the covariant oscillator formalism. Finally, ill Sec. 8, we note that the

present form of quantum ineasurement theory does not measure the time separation variable. This

incompleteness in lneasurement leads to an increase in entropy.

2. Statistical Deeoherenee

In measuring physical quantities, the accuracy of the measuring device is very important.

Often, we have to face the situation where the measurement is taken on many different objects.

For instance, in the case of the one-dimensional harmonic oscillator, the most general form of
normalized solution is

r,

(2.1)

where tt,,_(x) is the solution of the time-independent oscillator equation with the energy level

co(n + 1/2). The wave function _(z,t)is normalized:

= 1. (2.2)
n

The expectation value <A>= (UJ(x,t),A_(x,t)) of an operator A(x) can be written as

<A>= +
72 ti,_Tn

(2.3)

If we take the ensemble average for many oscillators prepared independently with different

initial times, the net effect is same as that of taking the time average, and the second term in the

above expression vanishes. As a consequence, the ensemble average is

<A>=
rl,

(2.4)
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We usethe word "mixed" or "non-pure" in ord(_rto describethis ensembleave,'age.
It is very convenientto treat this problem if we introduc_ethe'd_l_sitymatrix d(qinedas [1] [6]

a(x,,') = _ IC=l_W_(,)_:,:(x'), (2.5)
Tt

and

with

<A>=f d.'f A(x',x)p(.,:,-')d.,

A(x',x) = _5(x' - x)A(x).

The above expression is then the trace of the matrix A(x', :c)p(.r, at') often writt.ell as

</l>= T,'(pA). (2.7)

If C,_ = 5,,,, for a given value of 7n, we sav that the system is in a pure state. Otherwise, the

system is in a mixed state. The information from the interference terms contained in gq.(2.3) is

lost during the process of taking the ensemble average. This information lies in Feynman's rest of

the universe.

The best-known example is the thermally excited harmonic oscillator which was used by Ein-

stein in his calculation of the specific heat of a solid. The: (h'nsity llta.t.rix tak¢-'s the form [1]

[6]

pr(x,.') = _(1 - _-_/kr)_-'_/kr¢_(x)v;,:(.'). (2.S)
n

In the zero-temperature limit, the system is purely in the ground state. As the temperature

increases, IC,_l2 becomes (1 - c-_°/kT)c -'_/kT, but the above expression does not tell us anything

about the phase of Ca. The density matrix does not give any information about the coherence of

the system. In Sec. 4, we shall study how this ignorance is translated into entropy.

3. Shadow Coordinates

We discuss in this section a method of deriving the density matrix, without taking the ei_semble

average, by introducing an auxiliary Hilbert space consisting of t/,,,(2) and attach it to C,, [1] [7].

Let us consi(ter the wave f_mction of the form

_(.,,_) = _(C_'n(_))*,_(_). (a.1)
n

The auxiliary coordinate 5: is called the "shadow" coordinate in the literature [7]. It is possible

to derive the result of Eq.(2.4) by treating _(x, 2) as a pure-state wave function defined in the

total Hilbert space consisting both of _,_(x) and 4,,,(g'). Because of the orthogonality relation for

_b,,(5:), the expectation value of A(x):

<A>= E CmCn(g'm(5;),¢n(X))(_m(x),A(x)_n(x)), (3.2)
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/ 9 / °is the same as the ensemble average <A> given in l:,q.(_._) It is possible to obtain the density

matrix by integrating g,(x, x)_, (x', :?) over the ._ variable:

.(., .,") = / ,/,(.,:,._,)v,'(.r',.,"),/:,". (:_.3)

The evahlation of this integral leads to tile expression for p(x, :r') given in Eq.(2.5). Tile shadow

coordinate play's tile role of taking the ensemble average discussed in Sec. 2.

Let us illustrate this again using the ground-state harlnonic oscillator wave function

_'0(.,._') = _"0(.)_',0(._)= exp -_(_" + ) ,

where x is measured in units of 1/_, and let us now make the coordinate transformation:

(3.4)

where

cosh _l = 1/( 1 - e-_lkr) _/_, sinh 71= e-*/2_r/( 1 - e:-_/_r )_/2,. (3.6)

which shares the same mathematics as a Lorentz boost as we shall see in See,.'s 7 and 8. Then this

coordinate transformation leads to the wave function of the form

[1]1. }_'T(X, 2) = exp -- [(tanh cc _c_)(x + j,)2 + (coth 47f._)(._.- :_)_] . (a.7)

The wave function of the two variables can be expanded as [6]

g,y(x, d:) -- [1 - exp(-_o/kT)] '/2 _ exp(-nco/2kT)_b,,(x)g,,_(a?). (3.8)
7l

The evaluation of the density' matrix given in gq.(3.3) with this form of the wave function

leads to the density matrix of the form of Eq.(2.8). The same evaluation with the wave function

of the form of gq.(3.7) gives [6]

pT(X,X')= tanh_ exp -_ (x+ tanh_+(x-,: coth_ . (3.9)

Then the probability distribution p:r(x) = pr(z,.r) becomes

This expression is normalized. In the T = 0 limit, the probability distribution becomes

po(:,,)= (1/_, )'/_ ,,xp(-:d). (3.11
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The increaseof temperature broadensthe probability distribution. It is possible to carry out
the same analysis for the momentum variable. The momentum distribution will also become
widespread. The net result is the increasein uncertainty. This increaseis due to our ignorance
about the shadow coordinate system. Feynman'srest of the universeconsistsof the shadow
coordinate.

4. Entropy and Ignorance
The interpretation in terms of thermal excitation waspossiblebecausethe expansioncoincides

with the thermally excited oscillator state. There are, however,caseswhere the density lnatrix
does not correspondto any state in thermal equilibrium. For instance, if we start fl'om one of
the excited harmonic oscillator states [9], the density matrix doesnot correspondto a thernlally
excited state. What then will be the variable which measuresour ignoranceabout the second
coordinate variable?

The answerto this question is the entropy definedas [8]

S= - __ p,_ ln(pn). (4.1
n

In general, the density matrix is Hern litian and can be diagonalized, p,, in the above expression Is

the diagonal element. If the system is in a pure state, the entropy is zero. If the system is not in

a pure state, the entropy is positive. This definition of entropy does not depend on the question

of whether the system is in thermal equilibrium. The definition given ill Eq.(4.1) does not depend

on temperature.

On the other hand, the above definition does not exclude a system in thermal equilibrium. In

the case of a thermally excited harmonic oscillator, the density matrix of Eq.(2.8) is diagonal and

its elements are

p, = (1 - e-_/kT)e -'_/kr.

Thus, according to the definition given in Eq.(4.1),

(4.2)

s = kr - l) - ln(l - (4.'3)

This expression is the same as the one available from textboc, l_s on statistical mechanics.

In Sees. 5 and 8, we shall study the examples which are not thermal excitations, but share the

same nmthelnatical formalism. The concept of temperature is convenient but not essential in the

examples to be discussed in the following sections.

5. Entropy and Two-Mode Squeezed States of Light

As is well known, the mathematics of harmonic oscillators is the standard language for the

photon-number space. The energy level in a given oscillator system corresponds to the number of

photons, and the ground state corresponds to the vacuum or zero-photon state. The step-up and

step-down operators in tile oscillator formalism are given by
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respectively.Theseare now tile creation and annihilation operators. Let us considertwo setsof

these operators: a t, a and a ]t,a for tile first and second modes of photons respectively. We are

interested in the state of these photons where those created and annihilated by &} and/i are not

observed.

We construct the two-mode state by applying to the vacuum state the operator exp(-iTtG),

where [61 [10]

C:-£(ta ta -_,a)2
(5.2)

where the subscripts 1 and 2 are for photons of the first and second kinds respectively. The

two-mode squeezed state constructed from

I_l>= e-"C'lO, 0>, (5.3)

where I,, _> is the state with _. photons of the first kind attd fi for the second kind. According to

this definition, t0,0> is the vacuum state. The power-series expansion of the exi)onential factor
leads to

?1.

(,_.4)

In order to distinguish the photons of the first and second kinds, we write the above expression as

I,>: (1/ cosh ,/) _ (ta.h ,_)'__,_;,I", ;'>.
7Z,_

(.5..5)

The mathematics which led to the above expression is exactly the same as that for the harmonic

oscillator with a shadow coordinate given in Sec. 3. From the mathematical point of view, this

form is the same as the expansion given in Eq.(2.8), and they become identical if we use the

correspondence between T and q given in Eq.(3.6). In terms of the i/ parameter, an element of

the diagonal density matrix is

p,_ = (tanh 7/)>_/(cosh rl)2, (._.6)

which leads to the entropy:

S= ln(coshT/) 2 -(sinhT/)21n(tanh_l) 2. (5.7)

This form of entropy is delermined directly from the squeeze parameter q, and il is not.

necessary to introduce the concept of temperature. The fact. is that the measurement or non-

measurement; of photons of one l<ind affects the measurement of l)hotons of the other kind. In

the present case, the non-ineasurenlent of the photon of the second kind increases the degree of

ignorance of photons of the first kind, and this degree of ignorance is measured in terlns of the

entropy. The system of photons of the second kind is Feynman's rest of the world.

There are however special cases where the entropy can be associated with temperature. This

is one of those cases. As Yurke and Pot asek observed [2], it is possible to define the temperature
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of this system by using the connection betweenthe squeezeparameterand teml)erature. The
temI)eratlu'e7' is related to tim squeezeparameterby

tanhJ!= e -_°/2kT. (5.s)

If T al)I)roaches zero, the s(lueeze parameter also t)ecomes zero. As the temperature becomes very

high, the squeeze parameter becomes very large.

6. Time-energy Uncertainty Relation and Relativistic Quark Model

In order to study the role of the time-energy uncertainty relation in relativistic quantum

mechanics and relativistic measurement theory, we consider here a concrete physical example

which gives ot)servable effects in high-energy laboratories. Let. us consider a ha&on consisting of

two quarks. If the space-time position of the two quarks is specified by a'_ and zb respectively, the

system can be described by the variables:

>,"= + xb)/2, x = - (6.1)

The four-vector X specifies where tile hadron is located in space and time, while the variable x

measures th(, space-time set)aration between the quarks. As for the four-momenta of the quarks p_

and p6, we can combine them into the total hadrouic four-momentunl and the momentum-energy

separation between the quarks [4]:

P = p, + pb, q = v'_(p_ - pb), (6.2)

where P is the hadronic four-mometltum conjugate to X. The internal momentum-energy separa-

tion is conjugate (o x.

In the convention of t:'eyltmau rt al. [4], the internal motion of the quarks can be described by

the 1,orenlz-invariant oscillator equal.ion:

5 axe, _',(x) = A¢,(.r), (6.3)

where w(, ils(' the sl)ace-favored metric: .r" = (x, y, z, t). The four-dimensional covariant oscillator

wave fllnctions are llermite i)olynomials multiplied by a Gaussian factor, which dictates the space-

tim(' localization prol)erl.y of the wave function. The Gaussian factor takes the form

L( r 2 y2 Z2exp{- 2 , + + +t2)}. (6.4)

We are accustomed to tile polynomial (x 2 + y2 + z 2 _ t2), but not with +t 2. What is the

l)hysics of the (',aussian fa('tor of l';q.(6..t)? If the hadron is at rest, it is possible to construct

three-dimensional harmonic oscillator wave functions with excited energy levels. This would be a

multiplica(ion of the app,'Ol)l'iate Laguerre polynomial with the Gaussian factor exp{-(x 2 + y2 +

z2)/2}. As for the time-like separation, Eq.(6.4) contains the factor exp(-t2/2). However, unlike

tile position coordinates, (.here is no excitation along this axis, since the time variable is a c-number
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[5]. The fact that the time-energyuncertainty relation is a c-numberrelation is well-knownand
well-established.Figure 1 illustrates thesefeaturesof the uncertainty relations.

t

Uncertainty
ut Excitations

Heisenbercj: Uncertainty
with Excitations

t

=2 (t2-z 2)

FIG. 1. Quantum mechanics and relativity. The left part of this figure illustrates

that the position-momentum uncertainty relation with excitations and the time-energy

uncertainty relation without excitations, as the time is a c-number variable. The right

part is special relativity. In the light-cone system, it is transparent that the Lorentz

boost is a squeeze transformation. One way to combine quantum mechanics with

special relativity is to superimpose these two figures, as is done in Fig. 2.

Since the three-dimensional oscillator differential equation is separable in both spherical and

Cartesian coordinate systems, _(x,y,z) consists of Hermite polynomials of x, Y, and z. If tile

Lorentz boost is made along the z direction, the x and Y coordinates are not affected, and can be

dropped from the wave function. The wave function of interest can be written as

(6.s)
with

1 ) 1/2g,"(z) = v@_,, ! H_(z)exp(-z2/2),

where ¢'_(z) is for the n th excited oscillator state. The full wave function (/_(z,t) is

The subscript o means that the wave function is for the ha&on at rest. The above expression is

not.Lorentz-invariant, and its localization undergoes a Lorentz squeeze as the hadron moves along
the z direction [5].

7. Lorentz-squeezed Oscillator Wave Functions

Let us next consider special relativity and Lorentz transformations. It is important to note

that the Lorentz boost is a squeeze transformation in the zt coordinate system if the boost is

made along the z axis. In order to see this point, let us use the light-cone variables, which are
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definedas

_=(z + t)/v_, _ = (z- t)/v& (7.1)

The u and t, axes are perpendicular to each other. In terms of these variables, the Lorentz boost

along the z direction,

takes the simple form

(z') (coshT/ sinhT1)(z) (7.2)t' = sinhT/ coshT/ t '

U t _ gr_u,

This transformation is illustrated in Fig. 2.

v' = e-%. (7.3)

This is an area preserving transformation where

one side becomes contracted while the other side is expanded in a manner that their product is

constant. This is a squeeze transformation.

QUARKS , PARTONS

I-

==

,.o_o--_,.oe �f----T--\ ///! ',-

f-,, N//!. _{
L.J . \ )

l f__ ..... "- 1

I o_'o''''o" I :0_o,,;.oo..',
I J b (oimost) lree i

z

qo I q°

t : _ \ V'//I "h/\ X1// ! __ ;g
[} 'qz //T_ _ z _

I I Potton momen'l'urn_
DEFORMATION I -'_% di$'l't ibution /I_

] I be°omes ,ider I

FIG. 2. Lorentz-squeezed space-time and momentum-energy wave functions. This

figure is a result of combining quantum mechanics and special relativity described in

Fig. 1. The physical significance is that this figure gives a unified picture of the quark

model for slow hadrons and the parton model for rapid hadrons. This figure is from

Refs. [5] and [6].
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In the light-cone coordinatesystem,the oscillator wavefunction in the rest frame takes the
form

 2(z,O =
7r(n!)2"

1/2

17.4)

If the system is boosted, the wave function becomes

g, (z, t ) = rr,_,,,, _ H,,((e-nu + e'v)/v'_)exp u + e"v =) I (7.5)

This wave function can be expanded as [5]

g,_(z,t) = (1/cosh r/)n+' y_(C_,k)l/2(tanhrl)kga_+k(z)_'_(t),
k

(7.6)

where

C,_,k = (,z + k)!/n!k!.

Since the space-time localization property is dictated by the Gaussian factor, let us study in

detail the ground state with n = 0. In this case, the boosted wave function is

/1 "_a/2 ¢ 1 2, 2expt- (e- (7.7)

The quantum space-time distribution of Fig. 1 is squeezed to an ellipse described in the upper

half of Fig. 2.

Let us next consider the momentum-energy wave function, which is the Fourier transform of

cp,(q_,qo) = 1 f g%(z,t)exp{i(pzz - pot)} dzdt,
7r

(7.8)

where qz and qo are defined in Eq.(6.2). Since the integration measure is invariant under the boost,

the evaluation of the integral is straight-forward, and the momentum-energy wave function takes
the form

('1"_ 1/2 ( 1 2.2
,_(qz,qo) = _,TJ exp f-_(e %, + e qvJ , (7.9)

with

q,., = (qz - qo)/V"2, q,, = (q_ + qo)/V/'2.

The Lorentz-squeeze property of the momentum-energy wave function is the same as that of

the space-time wave function, as is illustrated in the lower half of Fig. 2. The significance of

the Lorentz-squeeze property is that it gives observable consequences in high-energy laboratories.
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By now the quark model for hadrons is firmly established. The proton consistsof three quarks
bound together by a oscillator-like force,accordingto an observerin the Lorent.zframein which
the hadron is at, rest. On the other hand, to an observerin a moving frame, tile wavefunction
appearssqueezed.If the fiame moveswith a speedcloseto that of light, the hadronappearsasa
collectioi_of an infinite numberof partons [5] [11]. This is calledFeymnan'sparto_ picture. This
phenomenonis now universallyobservedin high-energylaboratories,and the squeezedpicture of
Fig. 2 givesan explanationof Feynamn'sparton picture.

Oneof the most uncomfortableaspectsof the presentdiscussionis the time-separationvariable.
Without this variable, it is not possibleto perform Lorentz boosts. On the other hand, there is
no time-separationvariable in any of the existing measurementtheoriesof quantum mechanics.
In order to reconcilethis difference,wehave to concludethat the time-separationexists, but is
not.a measnrablevariable. This variableis in Feynman'srest of the universe.

8. Entropy and Lorentz Transformations

Entropy is a measure of our ignorance and is computed from the density matrix, as was noted

in Sec. 4. The density matrix is needed when the experimental procedure does not analyze all

relevant variables to the maximum extent consistent with quantum mechanics, t:or the bound

state of two particles, the present form of quantum mechanics does not tell us how to measure the

time-separation variable, as is illustrated in Fig. 3.

¢)

I-i

lla

,,l,a
O

Z

t

Measurable

FIG. 3. Localization property in the zt plane. When the hadron is at rest, the

Gaussian form is concentrated within a circular region specified by (z+t)2+(z-t) 2 = 1.

As the hadron gains speed, the region becomes deformed to e-2_(z+t)2+e2_(z-t) 2 = 1.

Since it is not possible to make measurements along the t direction, we have to deal with

information that is less than complete. The time-separation variable lies in Feynman's
rest of the universe.

If the time-separation were a measurable variable, the pure-state density matrix would be
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,_ (z, t; z', t') = G_(z, t)['¢,;_(z', , . , (8.1)

which satisfies the condition p2 = p:

n I= '', (s.2)

This pure-state density matrix is possible only if both tile z and t coordinates are measurable

space-time variables. On the other hand, there are at present no measurenlent theories which ac-

commodate the time-separation variable t. Indeed, this time separatiol_ variable is the coordinate

in the part of the universe outside the system. We do not observe the distribution outside the

system. What we do then is to take the trace of the p matrix with respect to the t variable. The

resulting density matrix is

f _ " z',t)dt f¢,_(z t '_''"' 'p'_(z,z')= p,(.,t; = ,,_,, )k_,,tz,t)]*dt

= (1/cosh q)2(,_+1)_ C_,_(tanh z/)2ke_'+k(z'_ ,,_+k (=')]'-
k

(s.3)

The trace of this density matrix is one, but the trace of f12 is les._ than one, as

72 I 3'1 _1r,.(p =

= (1 / cosh 7/)4('_+') _-_.(C_,k)2(tanh q)4k
k

(s.4)

which is less than one. This is due to th,- fact that we do not know how to deal with the time-like

separation which lies in Feynman's rest of the universe. Our knowledge is less than complete.

We can now go back to Sec. 4 on entropy, and write Eq.(4.1) as

S = -Tr[pln(p)]. (s.,5)

If we pretend to know the distribution along the time-like direction and use the pure-state density

matrix given in Eq.(8.1), the entropy is zero. Itowever, if we do not know how to deal with the

distribution along t, then we should use the density' matrix of Eq.(8.3) to calculate the entropy,
and the result is

S = 2(n + 1) { (cosh '/)2 ln(cosh 7/) - (sinh '/)'2 h,(sinh q) }

-(1 / cosh ,/)2(n+l) E[Cn,k ln(C,,.k)](tanh q)2_.-.
k

(_ .6)

In terms of the velocity v of the hadron, where c/c = tanhq,

-(n + 1)/In[1 -(v/c) 2] + (v/c) 2 InS=
k

/
[1 22 0-_/c)2] f
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-[1 - (,_/c)_]_+')_ [c,,_ ln(C;._)](_,/_)_.
k

(s.7)

Here again, entropy is derived as a measure of ignorance. It does not depend on tile question

of whether or not the system is ill thernml equilibriu m. The expression for 5' in Eq.(8.7) does

not depend on temperature.

It was noted in Sec. 7 that tile ground-state wave function occupies an important place in the

oscillator formalism, and it will undoubtedly give a simpler and more transparent expression for

the entropy. In terms of the z and t variables, the Lorentz-boosted wave function of gq.(7.7) takes

the form

which can be expanded as

112

exp -_[_-_(_ +t) _+ (: -

= -_',_ t).g,,,(z, t) (1/cosh q)_-_(tanh q)'%'=(~)( (8.9

The density matrix is

rr cosh 27]
exp + :') /cosh2, + - cosh IS.10)

and the entropy becolnes

S= ln(cosh q)2 _ (sinhq)2 ln(tanh r/)2. (8.11

As a consequence of Eq.(8.10), the quark distribution p(z,z) becolnes

exp . (8.12)
P(z)= rrcosh2q c q

The width of the distribution becomes (cosh 2q) j/2, and becomes wide-spread as the hadronic speed

increases. ISkewise, the momentum distribution becomes wide-spread [.5] [11]. This sinmltaneous

increase in the momentum and position distribution widths is called the parton l)henomenon in

high-energy physics [ll]. The position-momentum uncertainty becomes cosh q. This increase in

uncertainty is due to our ignorance about the physical but unmeasurable time-separation variable.

For the special case of the groun.d state, it is possible to convert the entropy into the temper-

ature scale, exactly as we did for the case of two-mode squeezed states in Sec. 5. The squeeze

parameter q used in Sec. 5 is now the boost parameter. We can use Eq.(5.8) to establish the

correspondence between the temperature and squeeze parameter [12].
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